
We decided to
choose the great
project of
completion of line
1 of the Naples
metro.
The research we
have chosen to
work on is that on
the works of the
station under
construction
called
Capodichino,
which aims to
connect the entire
city with the
Airport
International of
Capodichino, and
allow users to get
there by train
easily.
We want to
supervise the
CONSTRUCTION
of the metro
chosen by us.
Check whether
the
implementation of
the INVESTMENT
with the related
expenses is still
feasible and
promoting

Data of
context:

Investment
fund

The
monitored
payments

Project and theme
chosen on

OpenCoesione:

The Metro's
Construction

Completion Metro
of Naples - Line 1

In the following
project we’ll talk

about Line 1, which
connects the

terminus Garibaldi/
Capodichino

Experts on the
subject to be
involved in the
territory:

P.A., experts, friends
of ASOC, journalists,

environmental and
third sector
associations.

Communication
format and
engagement strategy

The involvement of the local
community will be realized
with interviews,
questionnaires, mass media
and social.

The communication strategy
will be realized with the use of
images with captions and we
have already written a text to
introduce the chosen project
outlining a short elaboration.
Finally, web pages have
already been created in
Instagram, Facebook, Youtube
and Twitter so that project can
be effective and innovative,
that can involve not only
people in our city, but also
tourists. Our goal is to entice
outsiders to our team for an
exchange of ideas and
opinions that will be
appreciated to improve our
activity of constant
observation of this metro.



sustainable urban
mobility and urban
logistics.
Additional searches:

Web pages, distributed
questionnaires and interviews,
official and unofficial documents.

Value for the community:

Our research will have the task of bringing about great changes in infrastructure
and especially in improving travel from one place to another. In fact with this
metro, our city will be among the first to have a connection between the most
important points: Port, Railway Station and Airport. It could be interesting to the
community and any possible tourist.


